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WH A T  I S  .  .  .
Different organizations use different terms.  And many of the
terms have multiple definitions. 

For the sake of clarity, credit flexibility is defined as a policy
allowing students to complete academic (and diploma)
requirements for physical education without enrolling and/or
participating in a traditional in-school course. 

A growing demand for more options has sparked a significant
rise in the popularity of PE alternatives.  Unfortunately the
rise in credit flexibility options has not always included an
adequate review of requirements, standards, and expected
student learning outcomes.  

This document is a general road map for administrators and
educators to collaborate in order to meet the demands of their
constituents while remaining in compliance with the "letter of
the law." 

The information included in this document is equally valuable
to school considering credit flexibility policy as well as schools
wishing to evaluate existing policies.

For the sake of this discussion, credit flexibility policy does
not include IEPs, medical waivers or individual needs that are
typically addressed in adapted physical education. 
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LEADERSHIP
 CREDIT FLEXIBILITY

In
teractive

 P
E

We embrace credit flexibility.

We are committed to great PE experiences
regardless of option.

We don’t compromise integrity:
state requirements, standards, regular,

verifiable physical activity.

We teach our own: 
no outsourced educational experiences.
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Every physical educator is an advocate. 
Never before has physical education been under such scrutiny.  There is
now more evidence than ever proving physical activity is one of the most
powerful forces to improved academic achievement.  Yet physical
education is often pushed to the margins of education at the exact time it
should be a central player.  One need look no further than the misguided
use of credit flexibility options like waivers, substitutions, and online PE. 
    How tragic.  What an incredible opportunity!  Realistically, the use of
credit flexibility options is here to stay.  It doesn't matter if you agree.  It
doesn't matter if you like it.  There is no walking it back.  So what are you
going to do? 
    This document offers a positive and collaborative approach to help you
with the realities of credit flexibility.  You will learn that leadership trumps
silence.  Embrace five straightforward steps to lead your school to an
improved approach to physical education, physical activity, and academic
achievement. 
     I hope you find this playbook helpful.  Let's discuss how to best
advocate for your students, your school, and your profession.

Author's Note

Connected Educator, Interactive PE
(+1 317.523.6940;     glemke@interactivepe.com)

"Now is the time to address
credit flexibility."

"Conversations about
credit flexibility often don't
include physical
educators."

"Strategic leadership is
more effective than waiting
to combat poor policy."

G A R Y  L E M K E

Quotes from teachers who have
faced PE credit flexibility policies in
their school district.  

There are only two types of schools - ones that have a
credit flexibility program and ones that will.



THE FUTURE IS
YOURS TO MOLD

This document is intended to help administrators and

teachers collaboratively create sound policies and

programs to address the growing demand for credit

flexibility in physical education.

You most likely decided to read this document

because your school has either implemented a credit

flexibility program or is considering adopting a credit

flexibility program.    Credit flexibility for PE often

manifests itself as alternative PE (waivers) and/or

online PE but may include other options.  For the sake

of this discussion credit flexibility is considered any

option to earn high school credit without having to

take a traditional PE class.  

guarantee that it meets standards and state

requirements.  Propagation of poor policy leads to a

weakening of rather than a refinement of best

practices.

This play book is not a recipe to “kill” existing credit

flexibility options.  Rather, the reader will learn how to

evaluate current options according to local/state

requirements and standards.  A valuable byproduct of

the process is an earnest conversation on the

effectiveness of traditional PE options. 

Introduction

CREDIT FLEXIBILITY

Credit flexibility is an opportunity, not a battleground. 

There are many sound reasons and many applicable

individual situations that make credit flexibility

acceptable or preferred.  Unfortunately, local decisions

regarding credit flexibility sometimes focus on the

nature of the option rather than the underlying

requirements or outcomes. 

In some instances, school boards have approved plans

based on the actions of neighboring district policy

without fully understanding if their neighbor’s policies

comply with standards and requirements.  Beware:  just

because a different district has alternative PE doesn't

Overview

The goal of physical education

To understand what needs to be done, we must first

understand the expected outcomes.  According to

SHAPE America, the goal of physical education is to

“develop physically literate individuals who have the

knowledge, skills and confidence to enjoy a lifetime of

healthful physical activity.”   

In order to better understand outcomes, let’s briefly

unpack the statement.  The end game of physical

education is to empower the individual to “own” their

fitness – their health and well-being – not just as a

requirement of a course but as a skill for their entire life.

 To be physically active, a person needs not be

considered athletic as much as they need to have

understanding (knowledge), exhibit confidence (self-

reliance), and demonstrate movements and motor skills

that contribute to healthful physical activity.  
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PHYSICAL LITERACY
The physically literate individual:

 . . . demonstrates competency in a variety of motor skills and

movement patterns.

. . .  applies knowledge of concepts, principles, strategies and

tactics related to movement and performance.

. . . demonstrates the knowledge and skills to achieve and

maintain a health-enhancing level of physical activity and fitness.

. . . exhibits responsible personal and social behavior that respects

self and others.

. . . recognizes the value of physical activity for health, enjoyment,

challenge, self-expression and/or social interaction.

STANDARDS
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Adapted from SHAPE America (2014). National Standards & GradeLevel Outcomes for K12 Physical Education. Reston, VA



WHAT WE
BELIEVE
Adap ted  f r om  I n t e r ac t i ve  PE

T H E  U L T I M A T E  L I S T  O F

4. Physical education should not be
compared to or confused with other
physical activity experiences such as
recess, intramurals, competitive sports,
or recreational endeavors.  

5.  Understanding the difference
between physical education and
physical activity is critical to
understanding why both contribute to
the development of healthy, active
children.

6. Quality physical education programs
provide learning opportunities,
appropriate instruction, meaningful and
challenging content for all students
regardless of skill or fitness level,
gender, race or ethnic group to establish
and sustain an active lifestyle.

7. Physical education may improve
emerging social/emotional development
and cooperative skills of every child. 

8.  The availability of modern
conveniences means today's students
do not have to be active to survive, so
they must be taught to be active to
thrive.  Fitness education helps children
understand, improve and/or maintain
their physical well-being.

9. Every child should avoid
prolonged periods of inactivity.

10. Every child should be active 60
minutes or more every day.  

11.  Every child should have the
opportunity to be active at school at
least 225 minutes per week for the
entire school year. Every grade level,
especially grades 3 and beyond.

12. Effective physical educators
assess student knowledge, motor
and social skills, and provide
instruction in a safe, supportive
environment.  Teacher/student ratio
in physical education should be no
greater than local standards for all
subjects.

13.  Stakeholders (teachers, parents,
administrators, school boards, and
community members) should
periodically evaluate physical
education program effectiveness.

14.   Credit flexibility options
(alternatives) should meet the same
physical education standards and
expectations.
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1. The goal of physical education is to develop physically
literate individuals who have the knowledge, skills and
confidence to enjoy a lifetime of healthful physical activity.

2. The benefits of regular physical activity include:
    a. Assists in improved academic performance.
    b. Improves overall quality of life.
    c. Helps children prepare to be productive, healthy members
        of society.
    d. Reduces the risk for overweight, diabetes and other       
        chronic diseases.
    e. Reduces the risk for depression and the effects of stress.
    f. Helps children feel better.

3. Using school time for physical education and physical
activity does not reduce academic achievement.  On the
contrary, research shows that active children perform better.



1Recognize“We need a comprehensive credit flexibility policy that
meets the needs of all students.”
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INTERACTIVE PE 15 STEP

The proponents of credit flexibility

Credit flexibility is not the enemy  

Students:   “I hate PE”

Parents:  “what’s the easiest way to get an A?”

Guidance:  make room for electives, AP, dual
credit
Other departments: allow students to take
our courses
Central office: pacify constituents, cost
savings

Physical educators may see credit flexibility
options as an attack on their profession and
livelihood.  Such perceptions may be
well-founded.   However, there is scant
evidence to suggest that fighting credit
flexibility is  a successful endeavor.  

Credit flexibility is here to stay

The merits of some credit flexibility options
may be dubious but are a symptom of other
issues.  In many instances, physical
education programs have unwittingly
‘invited’ credit flexibility options. 

When challenged, we have the opportunity
to improve the relevancy, enjoyment, and
individuality of all options especially
traditional in-school physical education
experiences.

 Credit flexibility is an opportunity  



2 Ownership
“Physical educators are best qualified to create a
comprehensive credit flexibility policy that meets the
needs of all students.”
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INTERACTIVE PE 15 STEP

A seat at the table

Our credit flexibility program . . .

If physical educators are most qualified to weigh in on responsible physical education policy, they
should take leadership of the credit flexibility discussion before the discussion starts.    

Informal and perhaps formal discussion about credit flexibility regularly occurs in almost every school
district with or without input from the physical education department.  

Most physical educators become aware of credit flexibility policy after it has been approved.  Lacking a
“seat at the table” during the discussion phase means policy often lacks input from all constituents
especially the most qualified to provide responsible input. 

By taking ownership for the formation of the policy, physical educators can start consensus building
guiding parameters.  The guidelines below are a good starting framework that most constituents can
easily embrace.   Set the initial direction of the discussion with the following:

. . . meets all standards

. . . meets all state requirements

. . . includes authentic physical activity

. . . is driven by a unified curriculum (coherency)

 . . . is the responsibility of a physical educator
 . . . conforms to local school district policy



3 Goals/Outcomes
“Let’s change the conversation from 'what we want to
do' to 'what we want to accomplish'.”
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INTERACTIVE PE 15 STEP

What is the ultimate goal of physical education?

Often the question of credit flexibility immediately focuses on one or more of the options.   For instance,
the question becomes, “how do we implement a waiver program?” rather than “how can we offer quality 

options?”  Before scrutinizing options and respective attributes of respective options , keep a keen focus 

on the over-arching objectives and student learning outcomes. 

From the student perspective, developing an unifying and singular objective may be in the form of an
answer to this question:  "What did you learn in physical education?"     Answer:  "I learned to move (for a
lifetime)."   To achieve that goal, students often scrutinize value through these two filters: 

Note:  relevance and enjoyment are a matter of perspective and interest which vary greatly among student populations.  In other words, one
size does not fit all which means more options have the opportunity to engage a greater number of students towards the bigger goals of PE.

?

Does our credit flexibility
program lead to enjoyment
of a lifetime of healthful

physical activity

Is this relevant?

?

Does our credit flexibility
program include a health
enhancing level of physical

activity and fitness

Is this enjoyable?



4
Engage (Team up)

“PE is necessary to the success of our school.”
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INTERACTIVE PE 15 STEP

Physical education (and physical activity) improve test scores.

Often the use of credit flexibility options is justified for academic reasons, referenced as test scores or
other “high stakes” initiatives.   The importance of physical education is sometimes diminished by a
rationale that more time is needed for academic endeavors.

Such a "wall clock" approach assumes that one takes away from the other.  A 'time allotment' approach
confuses quantity education versus quality education.   Education has reached the point of diminishing
returns where more class time rarely results in better test scores.  

To make meaningful gains in test scores, we must make sure the student is primed and ready to learn.  
That means an alert student with an activated and  energized brain.    Improving the quality of the
academic experience cannot be fully realized without regular and meaningful physical activity.  There is
no substitute.

Being a force in  credit flexibility policy means to be a force for better physical education.  It also means
being a force for student health and well-being beyond the PE class.  A comprehensive school physical
activity program (CSPAP) approach is a great framework to consider.

Research proving
a NEGATIVE
impact on test

scores

Research proving
a POSITIVE 

impact on test
scores



5 Re-start
“Let’s focus on the future of physical education.”
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INTERACTIVE PE 15 STEP

Where can improvements be made?

Many students are attracted to credit flexibility because they find traditional in-school PE  unattractive. 
Such a perception is not a good launch pad for those seeking to develop physically literate individuals
who we hope will enjoy a lifetime of healthful physical activity. 

Keeping credit flexibility options in proper perspective includes re-visiting traditional physical
education.  Consider a full review of “what we do” and “why we do it.”   That may include:

RE-Design

RE-Focus RE-Size RE-Brand

RE-Enforce



5 Re-start (cont)
“Let’s focus on the future of physical education.”
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INTERACTIVE PE 15 STEP

Re-Design

Re-Focus

Balanced kinetic / academic curriculum.  The use of blended learning allows all credit flexibility
options to include the same academic coursework of fitness fundamentals that all students need to
understand for a lifetime of healthful physical activity.  Regardless of option, all students should be
required to complete the same lessons, assignments, assessments, and final exam.  

Relevant, enjoyable, individualized.  Consider this easy mental assessment:  did the experience in
today’s class lead students closer or further away to a lifetime of healthful physical activity.  Often the
metric can be measured by student smiles/laughter. 

Re-Enforce
Teacher first, coaches second.   Do students feel they have a teacher or a coach? Enough said.  

Re-Size
Expand the course list.  There are hundreds of opportunities to be physically active.  Consider a
fitness center that only offered one class.  It wouldn’t stay in business very long.  It offers a variety of
opportunities, experiences, and classes to address a wide range of interests and needs.   There is no
difference in the needs of the student population.  

Re-Brand
The term “physical education” has an image issue.  The tarnished perspective is something that has
evolved over generations and is not likely to change in the short term.  There is no reason to suggest
removing the term physical education or PE but a re-branding alongside other positive efforts can
help.  For example , if you teach the study of the body in motion, why not brand as the “Department
of Kinesiology and Health Science?"  Caution:  changing name may be necessary but needs to
happen to reflect meaningful other changes.   



COURSE COHERENCY

I N T E R A C T I V E  P E

T H E  F O UNDA T I O N  O F  A  C R E D I T  F L E X I B I L I T Y
P ROGRAM

Balanced Curriculum

BALANCED CURRICULUM

A balanced curriculum recognizes physical
education as both an intellectual and a kinetic
endeavor.   To fully fulfill the standards, a
physical education curriculum includes the
knowledge of fitness fundamentals as well as a
variety of movements and motor skills.  

course coherency

Different credit flexibility options may include
different portfolios of physical activity.  However,
fitness knowledge should be equally included in
all course options.    Same standards, same
academic curriculum.
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YOUR CREDIT FLExibility checklist

Get started now.  Don't wait for the "shoe to drop."

Inventory the situation at your school (district).

Identify current 'owners' who have the authority to

approve policy.

Identify current and future credit flexibility needs in

your school (district).

Become familiar with state requirements and

standards.

Identify the 'flag bearer' for driving a credit flexibility

policy.  Is that you?  

Identify and enlist the support of key constituents

(parents, other teachers, students, community)

Gain agreement on general objectives:  requirements,

standards, etc.

STEP 1: Recognize

STEP 2: Ownership

Create an advocacy plan for ongoing awareness of

the critical role physical activity plays on test scores.

Is there a discussion about the need for daily

physical activity for all students regardless of their

enrollment in PE?

Gain agreement on the overarching purpose of PE

in your school (district).

What is your plan for a balanced curriculum that

gives equal importance to academics and kinetics?

What is your plan for course coherency to ensure

the same academic curriculum is equally used for all

options?

STEP 4: Engage (Team up)

STEP 3: Goals/Outcomes

Identify opportunities to improve traditional physical

education in your school (district).

Identify opportunities to expand traditional physical

education options in your school (district).

Consider opportunities to demonstrate positive

changes made within the physical education

department. 

STEP 5: Restart

Five steps to flip
to your new credit
flexibility policy PAGE15
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SAMPLE  POLICY  (INDIANA)
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WHENEVER POSSIBLE, STUDENTS COMPLETE BOTH PE CREDITS AS A PART
OF THEIR REGULAR SCHOOL SCHEDULE.

Adapted from Interactive PE

BETTER
THE FIRST PE CREDIT IS COMPLETED AS A PART OF A STUDENT'S REGULAR
SCHOOL SCHEDULE. THE SECOND PE CREDIT IS EARNED THROUGH SUMMER
SCHOOL OR ALTERNATIVE PE (WAIVER).

ACCEPTABLE
A DISTANCE LEARNING (ONLINE) COURSE MAY BE APPROPRIATE FOR
EXCEPTIONAL CASES INCLUDING COURSE RECOVERY, EXPULSION, INJURY,
INDIVIDUAL AND/OR MEDICAL NEEDS, ETC.). EXCEPTIONS SHOULD ONLY BE
CONSIDERED WHEN OTHER OPTIONS HAVE BEEN EXHAUSTED.  DEPARTMENT
HEAD APPROVAL.



Gary Lemke
Connected Educator,
Interactive PE

Lemke (right) with Senator Joe Donnelly discussing the importance of quality health and physical education
(SHAPE America Speak OUT)

Gary Lemke is a connected educator for Interactive PE (iPE), a provider of high school
health education and physical education curriculum. He works with leading educators
to implement innovative blended learning solutions for better student outcomes. He
founded iPE to help schools offer more relevant and enjoyable physical education
and health education experiences.   Lemke serves as an officer for the Indiana
Association of Health Education, Recreation, and Dance (INAHPERD), and as a state
representative for the Midwest District of the Society of Health and Physical
Educators (SHAPE America). He is committed to providing professional development
opportunities for teachers through continuing education programs. He regularly
lectures to pre-service teachers currently preparing at the university level . Gary
belongs to the University of Indianapolis Kinesiology Advisory Board and serves on
the Top10 council, a catalyst for policy, system, and environmental change. He
regularly advocates for better public policy related to the health and well-being of
today's youth. Gary is a sought after speaker at the local, state, national, and
international level. (Contact:  +1 317.523.6940;  glemke@interactivepe.com)
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